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ABSTRACT

To properly evaluate equipment, doctrine, and operator performance, the test and training
range must accurately position players in both time and space. The NAVSTAR Global
Positioning System (GPS) offers the potential to revolutionize range instrumentation. In
high dynamic environments, an integrated system composed of a GPS receiver and an 



Inertial Navigation System (INS) can overcome the effects of vehicle acceleration and
signal blockage by vehicle structures.

The GPS Receiver uses the INS velocity measurements to aid satellite reacquisition
following signal losses and to aid sequential reacquisition in sequencing receivers. The
INS also permits navigation during signal outages due to antenna masking and can be used
to maintain high-quality, high-rate navigation solutions between GPS updates. The long-
term accuracy of GPS is used to remove the effects of INS instrument errors, such as gyro
drift, making it possible to acheive a high level of combined system performance using a
low cost INS, which would have relatively poor long-term autonomous performance. The
complexity of the GPS receiver required for a specific level of system performance is also
reduced with the presence of INS aiding.

This paper summarizes GPS experience at CGAD and discusses various types of INS
sensors and their consideration in GPS/INS integration.

INTRODUCTION

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based radio navigation
system that provides suitably equipped users with worldwide, 24 hour per day three-
dimensional position, three-dimensional velocity, and coordinated universal time. GPS
consists of the three segments described below:

a. The Space Segment contains the satellites that broadcast L-band navigation signals.
When fully implemented, the orbital constellation will consist of 18 operational
satellites in circular 12 hour orbits of 26,600 km radius (20,230 km altitude). The
satellites will be uniformly spaced with three satellites in each of six orbital planes. The
orbital planes will be inclined at 55 degrees with respect to the equator. Each satellite
has a mean mission duration of six years, and a design life of 7.5 years.

b. The Ground Control Segment monitors the broadcast satellite signals and up-links
corrections to ensure a predefined error budget. The operational control segment will
consist of five monitor stations, a master control station, and three up-link antennas.
The monitor stations will be positioned worldwide to allow simultaneous tracking of
the full satellite constellation and to relay orbital and clock information to the master
control station. The master control station processes this information and forms
corrections that are up-linked to the satellites by the up-link antennas.

c. The User Segment passively receives the nagivation signals and computes the user’s
present position, velocity, and time.

The system concept is summarized in Figure 1.



Each satellite continuously broadcasts on two L-band carrier frequencies: L1, at 1575.42
MHz and L2 at 1227.6 MHz. Superimposed on these frequencies are two unique
pseudorandom codes: the precision (or P) code and the coarse/acquisition (or C/A) code.
The P-code has a chipping rate (or data bit rate) of 10.23 MHz and repeats an a seven day
period. The C/A-code chipping rate is 1.023 MHz and repeats every millisecond. The L1

frequency contains both P and C/A-codes. The L2 frequency can contain either the P or
C/A-code but not both; the P-code is typically used. In addition, superimposed on both
frequencies is system data at 50 bits per second that provides handover information from
the C/A to P-code, satellite orbital characteristics, satellite health status, and satellite clock
errors. To obtain a navigation solution, the user measures “pseudorange” to each of four
satellites by timing the received pseudorandom code epoch with respect to his local
estimate of system time. The term “pseudorange” is used since the timing measurement of
true range to the satellite is in error by the user’s as yet undetermined time bias. The user
then solves four equations in four unknowns to determine his three-dimensional position
plus time offset. Three-dimensional velocity is determined by measuring the doppler shifts
on the received carrier frequency.

In 1979, the United States Department of Defense committed the funds for the full-scale
development of NAVSTAR GPS. Since that time, production contracts for the Control
Segment and Space Segment have been issued. The system schedule calls for maintaining
a test constellation of five satellites through 1985, followed by seven production satellite
launches per year over the period 1986 through 1988. This will result in an interim
worldwide two-dimensional capability in late 1986 and the full three-dimensional
operational capability by mid-1988. The present five satellite constellation provides
approximately four hours per day of three-dimensional coverage for test and
demonstration.

SYSTEM ERROR BUDGET

GPS User Equipment performance is a function of error source contributions from all three
system segments. The error budget is presented in Table I.

The column labeled “L1/L2 P-code” represents the specified error budget for the CGAD
military Full-Scale Development equipment currently operating in the field. Note the
partitioning of error sources between the User Equipment and the external sources (Space
and Control Segments). Also note the contribution from the dual frequency ionospheric
measurement and the receiver noise/resolution. Total system ranging error to a satellite is
then computed as the root-sum-square (RSS) of the individual error sources. Three
dimensional (3D) RMS navigation error is computed by multiplying the ranging error by
the RMS position dilution of precision (PDOP). PDOP is a statistical measure of the error
contribution due to the geometric position of the satellites in real time. PDOP of 3.7 is the



RMS value for the planned 18 satellite constellation. Spherical Error Probable (SEP), or
50 percentile, navigation error is approximately 80 percent of the 3D RMS value. The
resultant 3-dimensional SEP value for L1/L2 P-code sets is 15.7 meters. In comparison, a
GPS set using only the L1 frequency and C/A-code has a predicted 3-dimensional SEP
position accuracy of 55.4 meters.

Table I. GPS Error Budget.

ERROR CONTRIBUTION
(METERS)

ERROR SOURCE
L1/L2

P-Code
L1 

C/A Code

Space & Control
Segments

Clock & Navigation Subsystem Stability
Predictability of Satellite Perturbation
Ephemeris Prediction & Model Implementation
Other

2.7 (1-Sigma)
1.0
2.5
0.7

2.7 (1-Sigma)
1.0
2.5
0.7

User
Equipment

Ionospheric Delay Compensation
Troposheric Delay Compensation
Receiver Noise & Resolution
Multipath
Other

2.3 (1)

2.0
1.5
1.2
0.5

10.0 (2)

2.0
15.0
1.2
2.0

Ranging Error = RSS Total (1-Sigma) 5.3 18.7

3D RMS Navigation Error = (PDOP RMS) Ranging Error)
= (3.7) (Ranging Error)

19.6 69.2

3D (Spherical Error Probable) = 0.8 (3D RMS) 15.7 55.4

NOTES:  (1) Measured Ionospheric Delay;  (2) Modeled Ionospheric Delay

GPS system errors can be reduced through a differential technique. This is typically
accomplished by removing a system bias computed by a GPS set at a known location.
Differential corrections can be transmitted to the GPS receiver in real time, or applied
during post mission analysis. Differential test results have shown a reduction of position
error to about 5 meters for a P-code reciever (1). C/A code differential errors have been
predicted as low as 12 meters (2).

USER EQUIPMENT BACKGROUND

CGAD has provided a significant contribution to GPS User Equipment development since
1975. Participating in the Phase I concept validation program, we built and flight tested the
GPS Generalized Development Model (GDM). The GDM proved the feasibility of aiding



the GPS Receiver with Inertial Navigation System (INS) data. INS aiding can extend the
antijam margin as well as minimize the affects of vehicle dynamics on the receiver tracking
loops. In addition, the GDM included a high performance antijam antenna.

Capitalizing on this Phase I experience, CGAD secured a DOD User Equipment Phase II
Full Scale Development contract. The scope of this program is to design, produce, and
field test a family of User Equipment for traditional military vehicles. Field testing will be
conducted on the following specific platforms: M-35 truck, C-141 transport aircraft,
manpack, M-60 tank, UH-60 helicopter, CV-63 class aircraft carrier, SSN-688 class
submarine, A-6 attack aircraft, F-16 fighter, and B-52 bomber. Requirements for all these
vehicles are satisfied by one of three receiver configurations:

a. 1-Channel Receiver for the manpack and land vehicle classes.
b. 2-Channel Receiver for the helicopter/Army reconnaissance, transport/tanker/ASW

aircraft, and surface ship classes.
c. 5-Channel Receiver for the submarine, attack aircraft, fighter, and bomber classes.

Representative systems along with equipment characteristics are summarized in Figure 2.
Note that these units are designed to the full military environment and are specified to
provide 16 meters (spherical error probable) three dimensional position accuracy, and 100
nanosecond (one-sigma) coordinated universal time accuracy. Preliminary field tests
conducted on the M-35 truck and C-141 transport aircraft since December 1982 have
demonstrated our ability to meet these requirements.

RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE

All GPS Receivers can be described by the functional block diagram pictured in Figure 3.
Implementations can be divided into two basic configurations: (1) receivers which
continuously track four or more satellites, and (2) receivers which sequence through the
satellites by time sharing less than four receiver channels.

In a continuous tracking implementation, each receiver channel is assigned to an individual
satellite. At least four channels are required to solve for three dimensional position plus
time. A continuously tracking receiver can autonomously track the dynamics of a high
performance aircraft.

In a sequential tracking receiver, the receiver channel (or channels) must sequentially
multiplex between the four satellites. The dwell time per satellite is typically less than one
second. The sequential receiver has the advantage of lower size, weight, and power than
the continuous tracking receiver, but has less capability to autonomously track through 



vehicle dynamics. This can be overcome, however, by properly integrating with a velocity
aiding sensor.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

The basic functions of an INS are the measurement of acceleration, and the integration of
acceleration into velocity and position. The inertial sensor may be either a stable platform
or a strap-down system. In a stable platform system, accelerometers are mounted on a
platform which is suspended in a set of gimbals so that it can maintain a given orientation
in space. The gyros detect any rotation of the platform and leveling loops keep the
platform stable. In many systems, as the vehicle moves across the earth, torques are
applied to the gyros to keep the platform aligned to a computed locally level position. If
this alignment were perfect, all the effects of gravity would be experienced by the vertical
accelerometer, and the other accelerometers would measure lateral acceleration directly.

In a strap-down system, the gyros and accelerometers are fixed in orientation to the body
of the vehicle. The angular motions measured by the gyros are used to compute the
relationship between the vehicle body axes and the Earth. The accelerometer
measurements are then resolved into the equivalent of the platform axes in the gimbaled
system.

In either system, the INS computes position and velocity by integrating accelerations in a
locally level reference frame. Acceleration is measured by accelerometers mounted on the
instrument platform, and the INS computer maintains the relationship between the
accelerometer platform and the reference coordinate system. Platform misalignment, or tilt,
is the error in this transformation, which creates position and velocity errors due to errors
in resolving measured acceleration in the reference coordinate system.

INS errors are attributable to imperfections in the gyroscopes and accelerometers.
Gyroscope drift and measurement errors contribute directly to platform misalignment.
Accelerometer measurement errors contribute directly to position and velocity errors, since
the measured acceleration is integrated to estimate position and velocity. Accelerometer
errors also contribute to platform misalignment, since the position derived from
acceleration measurements is used to compute local vertical.

INS measurement accuracy can be very good in airborne systems, although increased
accuracy means increased size, weight, and cost. A wide range of inertial sensor accuracy
is available, however. These sensors can generally be categorized according to the
accuracy required in the intended application. Navigation quality sensors are intended for
autonomous navigation over long periods of time (hours) and large distance (hundreds of
miles). Tactical quality sensors are used for short term autonomous navigation (over a few



minutes and tens of miles). AHRS (Attitude and Heading Reference System) reality
sensors are used for attitude and heading data, and are generally not intended for
navigation at all. These distinctions are arbitrary, of course (some AHRS may have high
quality sensors, for example), but serve to show the range of sensor performance available.
Table II gives some relative data regarding the performance of these various systems.

Table II.  Inertial Sensor Characteristics.

SENSOR
CATEGORY

COST
($1000)

WEIGHT
(LBS)

SIZE
(CU IN)

GYRO DRIFT
(E/HR)

AUTONOMOUS
NAV ACCURACY

(NM/HR)

Navigation

Tactical

AHRS

75-100

25-50

10-25

30

20

10

400

250

200

.01

>.1

>1

.5

>5

>50

THE RANGE PROBLEM

The test and training range has the mission to evaluate equipment, doctrine, and operator
performance in a simulated environment. For high dynamic players, the exercise may be
enacted in an electronic-based Air Combat Maneuvering Range. In this environment,
multiple players engage in simulated battle. The range must accurately position the players
in both time and space for real time scoring and postmission evaluation.

A typical Air Combat Maneuvering Instrumentation (ACMI) uses ground based tracking
systems. Such systems are limited by line-of-sight restrictions, require maintenance of
remote site locations, and lack range interoperability. These limitations are illustrated in
Figure 4.

NAVSTAR GPS has the potential to alleviate these problems as shown in Figure 5.
However, since GPS is also an externally referenced system, there is concern over
maintaining system performance during high dynamics. Specifically, how will GPS based
ACMI overcome the effects of vehicle acceleration coupled with the satellite loss during
maneuvers? And, how will this be accomplished with the additional constraint of not
interfering with the vehicle’s normal on-board systems while fitting inside a pod the size of
an AIM-9L Sidewinder? The solution is an integrated GPS/INS system. The GPS receiver
provides the basic position accuracy; the INS bridges GPS satellite outage gaps and aids
satellite acquisition and reacquisition. In addition, the INS provides real-time vehicle
attitude.



INTEGRATED GPS/INS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A model of an integrated GPS/INS system is shown in Figure 6. The GPS Receiver
measures pseudorange and delta pseudorange, and contains an accurate clock to provide
an estimate of user time. For purposes of this discussion, the receiver may be viewed as a
continuous tracking (5 channel) or a sequential tracking (1 or 2 channel) receiver. For
range instrumentation, with suitable quality INS aiding and without a jamming threat, a
sequential receiver may be appropriate, even for high dynamic applications. The
sequencing may be fast (on the order of 4 ms per satellite) or slow (1 s), since INS aiding
also makes slow sequencing feasible in high dynamics.

The Inertial Sensors measure vehicle angular rates and linear accelerations. The INS
mechanization maintains the relationship between the Inertial Sensor platform and local
level, which defines vehicle attitude, and integrates the acceleration measurements into
velocity and position. The INS will generally provide good short-term accuracy and high
rate measurement (20 to 50 Hz) of these vehicle states. The impact of the quality, or
measurement accuracy, of the inertial sensors on total system performance is an important
consideration in the system design.

When the receiver is tracking GPS signals, the Kalman filter estimates the errors in the
INS position and velocity solution and the error in the GPS receiver time estimate. The
basis for estimating these errors is the GPS receiver measurements of satellite pseudorange
and delta pseudorange. In the CGAD GPS User Equipment, the Kalman filter updates the
error state vector once per second. The error state vector corrections are applied to the
position and velocity solution, and to the receiver time estimate. INS misalignment and
modeled instrument errors are also corrected.

GPS Receiver Aiding is derived from the system navigation solution. The position and
velocity of the GPS antenna are projected along the satellite line-of-sight, and estimates of
pseudorange and pseudorange rate and acceleration are computed. The receiver uses these
estimates for controlling the code generator and code and carrier oscillators.

COMBINED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

INS Calibration - The Kalman filter uses high accuracy GPS Receiver measurements of
three-dimensional position, three-dimensional velocity, and Coordinated Universal Time to
estimate the errors in other measurements made by the system. These will include, as a
minimum, generic INS errors (position error, velocity error, and platform misalignment)
and the GPS Receiver clock error. INS instrument errors (gyro and accelerometer scale
factor and bias errors) may also be modeled. The utility of modeling instrument errors
directly, and the specific instrument errors to be modeled, depends on the particular



sensors being used, the accuracy required of the system, and the typical mission scenario
(length of flight, dynamics, frequency, and duration of satellite loss, etc.).

In the CGAD FSD User Equipment, only the generic INS errors were modeled, with
instrument errors modeled as process noise in the position, velocity, and platform
misalignment states. This approach allowed common software to be used for integration
with a number of different INS’s, rather that using unique instrument models for each INS.
In addition, these INS’s were generally high quality systems, and only marginal
performance benefits could be acheived through more elaborate mechanizations. In
simulations using very low-cost sensors, position accuracy has been shown to be improved
by a factor of as much as 1.7 when instrument errors were modeled. Heading accuracy
improved by a factor of 3 or more.

The Kalman filter error state vector is used to correct the position and velocity solution,
and to “reset” the INS platform (correct misalignment). If instrument errors are also
modeled, the sensor measurements are corrected by the current bias estimates.

Navigation During Signal Outages - A range instrumentation system is required to maintain
high-quality measurements throughout the mission. In high dynamic aircraft, the GPS
Receiver can be expected to lose satellites periodically due to extreme dynamics or loss of
satellite line of sight due to antenna masking.

In CGAD FSD User Equipment, the tracking loop can track, unaided, through 90 meters/
second/second acceleration and 100 meters/second/second/second jerk. High performance
aircraft are capable of slightly higher dynamics that this, but not for extended periods.
Also, the tracking loop performance is only sensitive to dynamics along the satellite line-
of-sight, and the dynamics excursions would generally be seen along one satellite line-of-
sight at a time. Satellite loss due to dynamics would, therefore, be relatively infrequent, of
short duration, and limited to one satellite at a time.

The GPS antenna on a wing-mounted pod (ACMI, for example) could be designed to have
an optimal reception pattern for the location, but wing and fuselage blockage of the lines of
sight may still occur. During air combat maneuvering, the antenna masking may occur
frequently, but will be of relatively short duration.

In these situations, the INS provides measurements to help maintain navigation. In the
limiting case, if all four satellites were lost due to antenna masking and/or dynamics,
navigation could continue at the accuracy of the INS, which may be quite good for short
periods even with a low quality INS. In reality, the situation is more likely to involve the
loss of only one or two satellites, so navigation will continue using two or three satellites, 



the receiver clock, and the INS, resulting in performance better that the INS would be
capable of autonomously.

Propogation of High Rate Data - Performance analysis and simulation requires that vehicle
states be sampled at a high rate (20 Hz or greater) for high dynamic applications. In an
unaided GPS receiver, whole value position, velocity, acceleration, and time are estimated
once each second. Any propagation of data between the Kalman filter 1-second updates is
an extrapolation of the state existing at the previous second update, which would not
account to any changes in vehicle accelerations during the second. The presence of high
rate acceleration measurements from an INS makes it possible to propogate the navigation
solution accurately at a high rate.

Signal Reacquisition - Signal reacquisition refers to re-establishing carrier and code
tracking following a signal loss due to dynamics or antenna masking. Carrier tracking
requires synchronizing an internal oscillator with the received carrier signal. The carrier
will be shifted in frequency due to the doppler effects of relative velocity between the
vehicle and the satellite. Code tracking requires synchronizing an internally generated
pseudorandom code (C/A or P) with the code on the received signal. The code on the
received signal is shifted in position due to the transit time (distance) between the vehicle
and the satellite. Reacquisition involves searching for the carrier signal over a frequency
range (doppler uncertainty) and searching for the code over a range of code position
(pseudorange uncertainty). The carrier frequency range and code position range to be
searched, and therefore the reacquisition time, depends on the uncertainty in vehicle
position and velocity. In an unaided receiver, these uncertainties depend on the time since
signal loss and the dynamics that may be expected of the vehicle during this time. With an
INS aided receiver, these uncertainties are bounded by the INS errors that accumulate
during the signal outages. As discussed earlier, in high dynamic environments the signal
outages due to dynamics and antenna masking will be of relatively short duration. A low
quality INS can therefore be of considerable value in reducing the position and velocity
uncertainty during a signal outrage.

Sequential Reacquisition - In a sequential receiver, the receiver channels are sequenced
between satellites, with up to a one second dwell on each satellite, and a pseudorange and
delta range measurement at the end of the dwell. The CGAD 2-Channel receiver in the
normal tracking mode uses each channel to sequence between two satellites. The elapsed
time between successive dwells on the same satellite is one second (from the end of one
dwell to the beginning of the next dwell). The single channel receiver in the normal
tracking mode sequences between four satellites, so the elapsed time between dwells on
the same satellite is three seconds. Between successive visits to a given satellite, the
uncertainty in code position and carrier frequency grow with position and velocity
uncertainty.



In an unaided sequential receiver, the reacquisition strategy (code and doppler search
ranges) must assume that maximum vehicle dynamics have occurred during the time since
the previous dwell on a particular satellite. In the CGAD FSD User Equipment, the
2-Channel receiver is designed to perform unaided in a 20 meter/second/second
environment and the single channel receiver in a 6 meter/second/second environment. The
presence of INS aiding extends the dynamic range through which the sequential tracking
can be maintained by reducing the position and velocity uncertainty from one dwell time to
the next. The uncertainties must be reduced to the level where the doppler and code
searches can be accomplished and the pseudorange and delta pseudorange measurements
can be made within the one-second dwell time. Since the time between dwells in only a
few seconds, a relatively low quality INS can be of considerable benefit.

SIMULATIONS

A simulation of integrated performance was run to illustrate autonomous unaided vs INS
aided operation. The simulation environment consists of a multiple channel signal
generator (MCSG), an interface simulator, a master computer, and a production GPS
receiver. A flight scenario is chosen and programmed into the master computer. Under
master computer control, commands are simultaneously sent to the MCSG and interface
simulator to generate composite RF satellite signals and INS input data, respectively.
When unaided, the INS data are omitted.

Representative simulation results are shown in Figure 7. The interface simulator was
configured with a navigation grade, locally level INS error model. A 5-Channel production
receiver was then placed in the simulated environment and subjected to a flight scenario
including 2g coordinated turns at 60 degree roll angles. During periods of benign flight,
four GPS satellites were tracked to obtain the position solution. During the turns, two
satellites were lost due to antenna masking. This results in degradation of the GPS solution
to aproximately 75 meters error in the unaided configuration, but nearly undetectable
impact when INS aided.

CONCLUSIONS

CGAD has significant experience in designing, manufacturing, and fielding GPS User
Equipment. We are currently applying this experience to the range instrumentation
problem of accurately positioning players in both time and space.

For high-dynamic applications, our analysis and simulations have shown that an integrated
GPS/INS can provide continuous, high quality data, even through GPS signal outages. This
is accomplished by the GPS providing the steady-state solution during times of satellite
visibility and the INS filling induring short signal losses due to aircraft maneuvering.



Specific installation contraints and performance criteria must be considered in the final
design of GPS range instrumentation, but CGAD is confident that the requirements can be
met with a GPS/INS package.
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Figure 1.  System Concept



1-Channel Application 2-Channel Application 5-Channel Application

• System Weight 14.3 Pounds
• System Size 450 in3

• Receiver Weight 9.8 Pounds
• Receiver Size 330 in3

• Unaided Dynamics W/O
Loosing Lock

Vel 25 M/S
Accel 6 M/S/S

• P And C/A Code
• L1 and L2 Frequency

• System Weight 33.1 Pounds
• Receiver Weight 23.2 Pounds
• Receiver Size 694 in3

• Unaided Dynamics W/O
Loosing Lock

Vel 400 M/S
Accel 40 M/S/S
Jerk 40 M/S/S/S

• P And C/A Code
• L1 And L2 Frequency

• System Weight 59.7 Pounds
• Receiver Weight 39.1 Pounds
• Receiver Size 1125 in3

• Unaided Dynamics W/O
Loosing Lock

Vel 1200 M/S
Accel 118 M/S/S
Jerk 180 M/S/S/S

• P And C/A Code
• L1 And L2 Frequency

Figure 2.  GPS Full Scale Development User Equipment

Figure 3.  GPS Receiver Functional Block Diagram



Figure 4.  Today’s Range Instrumentation

Figure 5.  NAVSTAR GPS Range Concept



Figure 6.  Integrated GPS/INS Model
 

Figure 7.  5-Channel Aided Vs. Unaided Simulation


